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Terms and Conditions 

Software: Product Description 

KCS Core Software 

Product Description 

K8 
*/** 
(K8 Software) 

Core ERP solution for the distributive trades. 
 
Please see the relevant K8 Summary Factsheet which highlights the key features 
available within the relevant version of the K8 core product. In some cases you may 
need to upgrade to the latest service pack release to take advantage of all modules.  
License allows access to the core functionality only. 
 
The license for K8 also includes use of the necessary elements of the KCML toolset. 

EDI */** 
(K8 Software) 

License for import and/or export of electronic data interface transactions to and from 
K8 Software. 

KPrint/Print Manager 
*/** 
(K8 Software) 

 
Includes use of KCML toolset and standard core functionality only. 

K8 Digital Services ** A suite of API’s (including K8 E commerce) enabling an interface with specified 
software applications (including various KCS Other Software applications and external 
third party software products) and which permit a metered number of web-calls to 
flow between K8 and such applications. 

 

KCS Other Software 

Product Description 

K8 Web Builder */** K8 Web Builder Software is a software tool that facilitates and supports webpage 
content management and online trading. 
 
Please see the K8 Web Builder factsheet for more details. 

K8 Layered Applications 
** 

K8 Layered Applications comprise of a suite of software applications and apps that 
have been developed to deliver optimized, mobile friendly experiences to users on 
Smartphones and other SMART devices. Note that these applications are designed to 
integrate with K8 and to utilise core K8 features and, as such, versions of these 
applications may be restricted to operate with specific versions of K8. 

K8 Layered Application: 
K8 ePOD 
** 

K8ePOD is a Layered Application which provides the ability to capture proof of 
delivery detail, including recording the recipient and their signature, for each delivery 
drop made. It allows for the delivery manifest, as built within K8, to be exported to a 
mobile device and for the delivery or collection for each drop to be confirmed 
remotely. Signatures, notes and photographs are automatically uploaded into K8 
when the device is connected to the airwaves, with this detail stored against the 
specific delivery or collection within K8. 
 
Please see the K8 ePOD factsheet for more details. 

Vecta ** Vecta is an on-line Sales Analytics and CRM solution, secured within a Data Center, 
and accessible to authorised users over the public internet within a modern browser 
environment. Sales analysis and customer data, provided to Kerridge Commercial 
Systems Ltd (KCS) and in the format specified by KCS is uploaded to Vecta by KCS on a 
pre-agreed frequency. 

Navigator */** Navigator is an ERP solution that provides many features to service the requirements 
of the floor covering distribution industry. 
 
Please see the relevant Navigator Summary Factsheet which highlights the key 
features available within the relevant version of the product. In some cases you may 
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Additional Third Party Software 

Third Party Terms apply to all Additional Third Party Software. 

 

Notes 

* = available on a perpetual basis   **= available on a SaaS or annual subscription basis 

need to upgrade to the latest service pack release to take advantage of all modules.  
License allows access to the core functionality only. 

DNav Online */** An on-line trading platform that is integrated with Navigator ERP. This allows for 
enquiries and sales orders to be placed electronically.  
Please see the DNav Online factsheet for more details. 

DNav WMS */** An integrated warehouse solution for Navigator ERP, this allows for warehouse tasks 
to be managed and processed, including picks and inter-branch transactions.  
Please see the DNav WMS factsheet for more details.  

DNav Showroom 
Manager */** 

An application that is integrated with Navigator ERP, this product allows for customer 
quotations to be built in a showroom environment and for sales orders to be 
electronically raised within Navigator.  
Please see the DNav Showroom Manager factsheet for more details. 

DNav EDI */** An application that is integrated with Navigator ERP and supports a number of specific 
electronic messages, including the import of sales invoices and the export of purchase 
orders raised within Navigator.  
Please see the DNav EDI factsheet for more details. 

DNav Business 
Intelligence (DNav-BI) 
*/** 

DNav-BI is a device responsive, browser based application that enables a user to 
analyze data stored within Navigator.  DNav-BI allows key performance indicators 
(KPIs) dashboards to be established and for these and reports to be viewed on a 
mobile device. 

DNav Commercial 
Quote Manager (DNav-
CQM) */** 

DNav-CQM is a device responsive, browser based application that enables companies 
to track commercial job quotes from inception to completion.  
 

Product Description 

Oracle ASFU license * 
 

Oracle application specific full use license.  

Oracle Linux ** 
 

Oracle Linux operating system provides the latest innovations, tools, and features 
that enable you to innovate, collaborate, and create solutions across traditional, 
cloud-based, and virtual environments. 
 

Oracle Full Use * 
 

Oracle full use license 

EZ AP */** Innov8 AP Assist software allows you to scan Accounts Payable invoices, creating AP 
vouchers with the data extracted from the scanned document, and matching the 
voucher to the supporting purchase order and receipt. 


